Above Food Launches
Industry Leading Regenerative Ag Technology Company
REGINA, Saskatchewan, December 23, 2021 -- Above Food Corp. (Above Food), a first-of-itskind, vertically integrated, plant-based food company, announced today that it has launched a
new wholly-owned subsidiary, Discovery EARTH Sciences Inc. (Discovery EARTH).
Discovery EARTH was developed to provide emerging technologies, testing, certification, and
auditing for regenerative agricultural practices in North America. Discovery EARTH will utilize
proprietary advanced genetics, soil genomics and seed genomics, that will yield healthy and
whole nutritious foods, while supporting a healthier, sustainable EARTH.
Discovery EARTH combines the pedigree and intellectual property of Discovery Seed Labs, that
was founded in 1994 with the regenerative production technologies developed by the Above Food
founders to create, validate and facilitate, North America’s most advanced regenerative
agricultural production platform.
"We see an opportunity to provide farmer producers with the tools and technologies to implement
regenerative agricultural practices through proprietary soil and seed testing technologies and
focused genomics. We also provide our consumers with a trusted and certified stamp of comfort
in knowing their products are being produced through a regenerative and environmentally
sustainable process, every step of the way, from seed to dinner plate", said Lionel Kambeitz, CEO
& Co-Founder, Above Food Corp. “With this addition to the Above Food platform, we have brought
all the necessary disciplines together to create a stronger, more secure, vertically integrated
supply chain.”
ABOUT DISCOVERY EARTH SCIENCES INC.
Headquartered in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Discovery EARTH Sciences owns proprietary
technologies that aid in regenerative agriculture, genetics, soil and seed advanced genomics,
CO2 capture and related auditing and certification. To learn more about Discovery EARTH
Sciences, please visit http://www.discoveryearth.ca.
ABOUT ABOVE FOOD CORP.
Above Food Corp. is a first-of-its-kind, plant-based food company that celebrates delicious
products made with real ingredients, real nutrition, real flavor, and real transparency. Founded
in Canada by food production ecosystem veterans and visionary co-founders, Lionel
Kambeitz, Donato Sferra, Tyler West and Martin Williams, Above Food's vision is to create a
healthier world — one seed, one field, and one bite at a time. With a complete chain of custody
of plant proteins, enabled by scaled operations and infrastructure in primary agriculture and
processing, Above Food delivers food to businesses and consumers with unparalleled
traceability, quantifiable sustainability, and superior nutrient density. Above Food's brands are
available online at www.abovefood.com and in natural grocers across Canada and the USA. For
more information about Above Food, please visit www.abovefood.com or follow Above Food on
Instagram (@above_food), Facebook (Above Food) and LinkedIn (Above Food).
ABOUT ABOVE FOOD BRANDS INC.
A wholly owned subsidiary of Above Food Corp., Above Food Brands Inc. was established in
2019 to develop and distribute premium whole plant alternatives of meat, dairy, bakery, and baby
food, by creating delicious, densely nutritious consumer products and branded ingredients.

